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a perpetual license is available to colleges, universities, and other institutions located off the ithaca campus. these licenses are
valid for the entire organization at all sites, for as long as the organization continues to use the software. a perpetual license is
required if you or other users of the software want to access the software from more than one location or from more than one

system. a perpetual license may be required by the end user and/or by the organization, as specified in the license terms. if you
receive a perpetual license and are the end user, the organization must not restrict your access to the software using a non-
permissive license (for example, a license that limits the use of the software to one computer). any restrictions placed on end

user use of the software, including restrictions with regard to terms of use or duration of use, are not binding upon the
organization and do not restrict the organization's right to require that the software be used according to the terms of the

perpetual license. the institution may grant end user licenses to others at the request of the end user. any restrictions on the use
of the software by others are, and will be, non-binding upon the organization and will not restrict the organization's right to

require that the software be used according to the terms of the perpetual license. if you are installing jmp pro on a computer that
has never been licensed, a license will be generated during the first run of the software. if the computer already has a license

and is licensed to use jmp or jmp pro, the license cannot be used as a permit to install the software on a new computer.
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“software” means
the entire collection

of computer
software products
(i.e., source code)
distributed by sas
under the name
“jmp statistical
software” (“jmp

software”), available
from jmp software’s

website at
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www.jmp.com. “jmp
software” includes

any updates,
modifications,

enhancements,
and/or other new
products made

available by sas.
“jmp software” does
not include a copy of

sas software
released on or
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before the effective
date, including: (i)

sas release 7.2i
(“sas release 7.2i”);
(ii) sas release 7.1x
(“sas release 7.1x”);
and (iii) sas release
7.0x (“sas release

7.0x”). “sas
software” means
any publication,

copy or derivative of
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sas software made
available by sas on

or before the
effective date and
which was publicly
available as of the
effective date. “sas
software” includes

any updates,
modifications,

enhancements, or
other new products
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made available by
sas. subject to the

terms and conditions
of this agreement

and payment of the
applicable purchase
price, sas grants to

each “non-profit
user” the non-
exclusive, non-

transferable, limited
license to use the
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software only for the
following purposes:
a. to enable “non-

profit users” to
develop, host, and

deploy a web-based
application or

website using data
from the sas

software for the
purpose of data

discovery or analysis
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to increase
understanding of a
real world problem.
you will also receive
these benefits: for

csusb students,
university staff and
faculty, for free and

lifetime use of
portfolium. for free
and lifetime eset

antivirus protection.
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for a free license,
installation of eset

antivirus, and online
download access to

portfolium.
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